
RUN NO: 45 HARE: ROAD KILL  
DATE:  4 March 2001 VENUE: 2 Km East of The Oasis 

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Mismanagement Mismanagement 
Grand Master Joe DIAK Grand Master Joe DIAK 
Religious Adviser Willie WEE WReligious Adviser Willie WEE W
Hash Cash Terry SCRUHash Cash Terry SCRU
Beermaster Ray REEBeermaster Ray REE
Trailmaster Billy KOATrailmaster Billy KOA
On Sex Jack HAIDROn Sex Jack HAIDR
Hash Horn Anthony Hash Horn Anthony 
  

 

NEXT WEEK’S RUN: Div of L
 

 

LAST WEEK’S RUN REPORT BY T
BROWN EYE & MAPLE TURD’s RIV
“The longest run I’ve been on so 
far”, “the longest shit”, “where 
was the flour and the arrows?”  
“nobody said anything about the 
crap paper” “were also supposed 
to follow the yellow arrows?” – 
just a few of the comments which 
were heard around the circle 
before the GM called the hares, 
BROWNEYE and MAPLE 
TURD in for their reward for 
laying the run(s).   
Two trails – one for the walkers 
and one for the finely honed 
hashaletes. The walkers had a 
quiet stroll across the Comoro 
bridge before they were caught by 
the runners at the first Hash Hold.  
PAVAROTTY in fine voice lead 
us in the hash hymn - and was still 
spitting on both hands –  “99, 
100,..change hands”. Then past 
the ETTA yet to be distributed 
vehicle park and a couple of 
useful checks before tiptoeing 
through the peanuts and maize.  
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PUDDLE JUMPERS 
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

DILI, EAST TIMOR 
Founded by Slops & PNS - First run 30 April 2000 

ASH TRASH
eb Site http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers 
KALI Casey 0407 015426 joecasey32@hotmail.com KALI Casey 0407 015426 joecasey32@hotmail.com 
ILLIE Harrison 0438 899769 williewh@hotmail.com ILLIE Harrison 0438 899769 williewh@hotmail.com 

BBER Jenkins 0408 242084 terryjenkins21@hotmail.com BBER Jenkins 0408 242084 terryjenkins21@hotmail.com 
MUS Connelly 0409 690422  MUS Connelly 0409 690422  

LA Krieger 0407 489878  LA Krieger 0407 489878  
OLIK Williams 0407 656753 jackwlms@go.com OLIK Williams 0407 656753 jackwlms@go.com 

 Taylor  taylora@un.org  Taylor  taylora@un.org 

abour & Social Services, Rua Caicoli RUPIAH 

HE HARES 
ERSIDE RAMBLE 
other Hash Hold  - no sign of 
VAROTTY.  BROWNEYE 
n elected himself to provide a 
le ditty with the chorus – “All 

mies are Bastards”.   The 
lkers, who had not yet joined 
 circle then emerged from the 
ize. Amaizing ! 
e short trail went left at that 
nt and the runners trail went 
ht eventually collecting 
VAROTTY who emerged 
m behind a recently refurbished 
se. 

er a low hill, down hill and  
oss the road, a scramble up the 
k which led onto the road to 
 water supply tank for western 
i. The old hands denied that 
 had been the site of an earlier 
 despite the copious green 
ts and green arrows on the 
d. Future hares please note – 
’t put paint on permanent 

faces – you bugger-up 
ebody else’s run. 

In the meantime the walkers 
strolled back on the track along 
the west bank of the Comoro, over 
the bridge again and on home. 
Down from the water tank past the 
dogs, kids and head high wire 
clothes line and back onto the flat 
heading for the river. 
The Comoro – a torrent the week 
before had barely enough flow to 
wet the ankles. No trouble to 
trained air persons and others and 
after that it was find your own 
way home for the front runners 
who totally ignored an obvious 
yellow arrow directing them to the 
left. 
Last one home in 65 minutes. For 
a barely good long run. 
THE TRUTH 
An good length Hash run catering for 
everyone. Note the well marked trail 
and the fairly evenly spaced Hold 
Checks giving the non-road runners 
plenty of chances to recover ….. and, 
of course, the pizzas after the Circle! 

http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers


 

 

HARES APPARENT 
No. Date Hare 
45   4 Mar Road Kill 
46 11 Mar Rupiah 
47 18 Mar  
48 25 Mar Don & Mary Poppins 
49   1 Apr  
50   8 Apr Committee 
51 15 Apr PS & Smoke Screen 
52 22 Apr Brown Eye (ANZAC) 
53 29 Apr  
54   6 May  
55 13 May  
You can volunteer now and have the
date and co-hare of you choice, or
you can wait and see what we’ve got
in store for you!. 

CIRCLE CIRCUS 

The SCB remnants of the pack straggled into the back of Phil’s Grill 
looking like Vietnamese refugees crossing a battlefield rather than finely 
tuned athletes after a short ramble in the bush. 
With a makeshift sunshade and a fresh cooling breeze our REAL GM (for 
a change) led the Circle. It was again a well-behaved and fairly subdued 
(or should that be weary) crowd despite the best efforts of PAVAROTTY 
to drink all the beer himself and BROWNEYE to make sure no one 
missed out on the liquid rewards. 
The permanent leavers were again in attendance with still no firm date in 
sight. But we don’t mind if they never leave! 
SCRUBBER was a deserved winner of the POTW and the afternoon was 
rounded off by an ample supply of very tasty pizzas provided by our 
generous Hares. Is this going to become a regular feature of our Sunday 
afternoons? 
DOWN DOWNS 
Hares BROWNEYE & MAPLE TURD 
Newbies Julie, Sue, Lito, Jane, Rachael, Mako 
SCBs PAVAROTTY, RANDY, REEMUS 
FRBs PAVAROTTY, HAIDROLIK, DIAK KALI 
Leaning WATER RAT, ROAD KILL, Joscelyn, Max, Sue, 

Lito 
REEMUS pointing in the Circle 
RANDY not looking after the Newbie she brought 
PAVAROTTY messing up signals in ‘Swing Low’ again! 
PAVAROTTY naming the wrong charges 
JOSCELYN self abuse (because the other charge didn’t stick!) 
Charges from the Circle 

HUBCAP charged RANDY PAVAROTTY for keeping us waiting with their dalliance on the run 
BROWN EYE charged COWPAT, RUSTLER, BB, REEMUS for not knowing if they are coming or going 
BROWN EYE charged MAPLE TURD for not knowing when he is leaving. REVERSED 
REEMUS charged PAVAROTTY for not being able to give clear directions. REVERSED 
BROWN EYE charged RUPIAH, Anthony, HUBCAP, Kerrin for not getting a down down 

HASH CHRISTENING Jane has now become SHOWGIRL for her entertaining skills and becoming the 
Hash Choirmaster elect. 

POTW To SCRUBBER by BROWN EYE for forgetting to pick up BUPS for Hash last Sunday in his 
anxiety to pick up STUBBY 

Cumming Events 
13/15 April. 2001 Darwin Top End Aussie Nash Hash (www1.oct4.net.au/nashhash2001) 
11/13 May 2001 Philippine Nash Hash – Scenic Beach Resort, Puerto Gallera 

Rob “Malibog” “Kalbo” Denny (bopng@dg.com.pg) 
27/29 Sep 2002 Interhash, Goa, India (www.goa2002.com) 

 

"Please help me nurse, I'm at death’s 
door!". 
"Never mind, The Doctor will pull you 
through!". 

A woman awoke excitedly on Valentine's 
Day and announced enthusiastically to 
her husband, "I just dreamed that you 
gave me a pearl necklace for Valentine's 
day! What do you think it means?"  

With certainty in his voice, the man 
said, "You'll know tonight."  
That evening the man came home with a 
small package and handed it to his wife.  
With anxious anticipation the woman 
quickly opened the package to find a 
book entitled - "The Meaning of 
Dreams". 

Q. What are a Kiwi’s hardest 3 years?  
A. Second grade 

Q How do make an Irishman 
laugh on a Monday? 

A. Tell him a joke on Friday. 
Q Why do Arabs have oil and 

the Irish have potatoes? 
A The Irish had first choice.   

Did you hear about the Jewish 
golf course?  Instead of fore!, 
They yell $3.99!!! 


